
 

Call of Duty Black Ops 2: You can change the language in game

A: I don't know whether this question is considered off-topic. If not, it would be very nice if someone could
give an off-topic answer. Maybe it would be a good idea to cross-post it to ELL for ELLers' convenience. I'm

answering this question for two reasons: This question is similar to mine and I know what happened in my case.
I know what the correct answer to this question is. My complete answer: I don't know whether this question is
considered off-topic. If not, it would be very nice if someone could give an off-topic answer. Maybe it would
be a good idea to cross-post it to ELL for ELLers' convenience. I'm answering this question for two reasons:

This question is similar to mine and I know what happened in my case. I know what the correct answer to this
question is. What happened to me: Because Black Ops 2 patches are released on five per month and the time of

the first patch, I was lucky, I could find something interesting in the patch notes, it was the patch with
localization (it was -11- in the notes). Then I've read that it will be released on May 15. I had been waiting for
two weeks, and the date has passed, and the note. What to do: I had a modified Black Ops 2, no localization in
my version. I had English DLC installed. The game was set to Russian locale. I've found the modified version
of localization files in game folder under "Zones". After that I've got a black screen with a message "Wrong

language selected" (it was my own translation). So I've uninstalled the DLC and downloaded the English
version. At the end I've got the original version of Black Ops 2. So I have to find the path, where localization

files are stored on my computer (since I had overwritten the original version) and I've replaced the localization
files. I've found it in the location, where I had it before (in the folder named after the current language of the

game). Q: How do I read a local file into a structure in C++? I have a file called "log.txt" which contains a
single integer (such as 5) on every line. I want to load the file in a structure, but when I read the file, I
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Hey Steam users I have this language problem in Black Ops 2. .. Black Ops 2's language system, such as it is, is
a bit of a mess. A cursory search around the web will no doubt turn up a lot of forum posts discussing your
particular problem, but I'm not convinced that any of them will be able to help Change language for Black Ops
2 in steam... Check out the black ops 2 swap language button on steam for a file that will do it OCD at work -
making a game in a foreign language. Oct 11, 2013 Hi, I have a game from 2005 that I have heard other people
say can be played in English with this patch However, I can only play the game in my native language. Why is
that? Oct 12, 2013 Possible problem here. I've had the same problem. Updating some things (Don't remember
what) has cured it for me. Oct 12, 2013 Nope - my problem lies in Steam not recognizing the game. When I try
to add it to my library, it fails, saying that it is a corrupt file. Oct 15, 2013 Hey guys I am having a pretty
annoying problem with my Call of Duty Black Ops 2. I tried using the patch but the problems is that I can't even
play in the Campaign without the sound being in russian. I have the sound in English but then the sound in the
Black Ops 2 phone booth is in Russian. I just don't know what to do about this. Oct 22, 2013 Haha my friend, I
was having this problem too. I found a resource on YouTube that explains everything in video. 2:14 3:11 Copy
paste the link: It does download a Russian version of Black Ops 2 but you still have English text. Make sure you
select black ops 2 Eng. mod or pt. mod in the case of black ops 2 Oct 23, 2013 Hi, I'm having the same problem
as Alli. I was playing the game in English and I had no problem, but after a day or so all my weapons and
vehicles were gone and now I can't even speak to them to buy them. 1cb139a0ed
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